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ABSTRACT

Name : Nur Padhilah
Reg. Number : 20400113021
Title : The Causal Factors of Bugis-Bone Accent Interference

toward English Conversation

Accent is related to the way each person produces different sounds that
affected by their home’s accent and it sometimes causes miss communication of
each person in conversation. Bugis-Bone is the accent of people in Kabupaten
Bone which is renowned as a strong/heavy accent. The students who are also the
Bugis-Bone native speaker sometimes speak another language with an accent of
Bugis-Bone. Therefore, this research was purposed to identify the causal factors
of the English Students’ Accent interfere on the pronunciation from Kabupaten
in English conversation.

To meet the objective, the researcher adopted case study design by
Cresswell which is one of the qualitative strategies. The data were gathered
through qualitative method based on Miles and Huberman’s technique of data
analysis. The research was undertaken in STAIN Watampone, Kabupaten Bone,
from March 2017 to May 2017.

The finding of the research showed that most of the students usually
speak English with the Bugis-Bone accent even if it is in classroom conversation.
Thus, they sometimes found difficult to pronounce the English words. In addition,
the result of literature review showed that Errors which produced by the Bugis
English learner in several areas of phonemes occurred because the phoneme
which are not in their first language.

Referring on the description above, it informed that the English students
have some problems to be solved. Students must be aware of their first language
interfere in which the affect to their English pronunciation in English
conversation. Also, the teacher have to support the students by attending to their
English pronunciation.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Indonesia is known as a multicultural country that has various ethnic

groups, with different regional languages and also the different cultural

backgrounds. The role of local languages as means of communication in the

family and the local community makes the majority of people prefer to

communicate using their respective local language. The use of local language that

becomes the dominant chosen one to communicate in the region does not make

Indonesian so difficult to be learned because this language is the national

language. It is different from the use of foreign languages that has an important

role but only used in some condition by the people in this country as Siti

Nurpahmi (2013: 6) stated that English is used by the teacher in the English class

of school or learned to pass an examination in English to enter university.

English is a foreign language that is popularly used in Indonesia and also

has a lot of enthusiast because of its position as an international language. The

importance of its position in the world makes this language becomes the favorite

subject in the school. It is good for the teachers especially in English because

knowing the learners have a high motivation and need of mastering English make

them easier to perform duties as a teacher. There are four aspects of learning

process, those are: students, teacher, learning materials, and learning goal (Chaer

and Agustina, 2004: 204). Teachers nowadays which are intelligent, creative, and

also dedicated in carrying out their duties have been able to develop teaching
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materials that suitable to the needs of learners, and provide an authentic material

for reaching the success of the learning process goals. So, If those components of

the learning process have been functioned in accordance with the purpose of

teaching then the success in learning is able to be achieved. But there are other

aspects of learning process that should not be forgotten, those are: the family and

the people around the students' environment who will influence the students’

habit, e.g. in terms of language.

The students that used to speak their first language (local language) in

their daily activities found a difficulty to speak another language, moreover if it is

English which they used only when they were in an area that require to use

English. They have to adjust their tongue to pronounce the English word one by

one and follow the way the English native-speaker pronounces it. The local

language influences the way the students speak English, e.g. in the aspect of

accent. Accent is concern about the different ways of producing speech (Derwing

and Munro, 2009:476). Gary and Robert (2014:2) quoted the statement of

Harding (2011) about aspects that form an accent which are from the segmental

and supra segmental difference of pronunciation which include variation in

vowels and consonant sounds at the segmental level, stress, and intonation at the

supra segmental level.

Accent refers to the way in which the speakers producing different sound

of speech. Bugis-Bone is known as a one of the regions in the Bugis tribe area

that has a strong/heavy accent. Related to that, the researcher interested to

research how the students from Bugis-Bone tribe speak English because when the
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people from this tribe speak in other language they sometimes use their local

accent.

People generally think that speak English with their local language accent

isn’t a matter but it is different for some English students in Bone. They

sometimes felt shy to speak English because people (from other region) frequently

laugh their accent. Some of them also have a problem to pronounce the English

words. The researcher even found a teacher who stopped her students’

conversation in the class because the student was difficult to pronounce some

words and made the other one didn’t understand what he said. It is also a

challenge for English teachers who have students from Bugis-Bone or the teacher

that teach in Bone.

A teacher have to prepare an authentic and flexible teaching materials to

the needs of students, so the material in the class is undoubtedly convenient to be

used outside the classroom. If it is an English teacher who teach an English

conversation material, he/she should be able to teach it well, or at least invite an

English native speaker to be the students’ guide, so the students can be able to

speak English in two-way communication.  Therefore, one of the ways that need

to be done is to know the causal factors of Bugis-Bone accent that affect the way

the students from Bugis-Bone tribe speak English. Based on the statement above,

the researcher intend to research the Bugis-Bone accent interfere on the

pronunciation in English conversation.
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B. Problem Statement

Based on the previous background, the problem that need to be answered

at this researh, as follow: What are the causal factors of Bugis-Bone Accent

Interference on the pronunciation in English Conversation?

C. Research Objective

Considering the problem statement above, the objective of the research is

to identify the causal factors of Bugis-Bone Accent Interference on the

pronunciation in English Conversation?.

D. Research Significance

The research is expected to give benefits, they are:

1. Theoretical Significance

This research is expected to be precious contribution in English learning

process at primary school, secondary school and University specially in English

conversation.

2. Practical Significance

a. For Teacher

By doing this research, the researcher intend to tell the teachers that they

shall be aware of the students’ first language interference so they can give the

appropriate solutions for the students’ English speaking problems in conversation.

b. For Students

By doing this research, the researcher intends to show that it is important

to the students to be aware of their students’ first language interference so they

can avoid interruptions when they are doing an English conversation.
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c. For The Next Researcher

This research is expected to be the reference for the next researcher

especially the English department student.

E. Research Focus

The research was limited to the discussion of the accent interference on the

pronunciation. The accent was the Bugis-Bone accent of Bugis tribe in Bone

regency. It was analyzed in the situation of conversation which includes

classroom conversation and casual conversation.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A. Previous of Related Research Findings

Keichi Tajima and Robert Port (1996) conducted a research entitled Effect

of Temporal Correction on Intelligibility of Foreign-Accented English which

investigated the effect of temporal properties of speech on the intelligibility of

uttarances produced by nonnative English speaker. They focused on short English

phrases that instrumentally modified by a native Chinese speaker comparing to the

way the native English speaker spoke the same phrases. They found that the

intelligibility of the unmodified Chinese-accented phrases was poor (39%

correct), but then improved significantly (up to 58%). Permormance on the native

English speaker was high (94%) but then decilned significantly (to 83%), after

temporal distortion according to the Chinese speaker’s timing. They used the

stimuli that based on native English listeners’ performance in a forced-choice

identification test with the four alternative which have four aspects that they

analysed, the four aspect consist of: the correct phrases plus three phonetically

similar distractor phrases suggested by lisening to the Chinese production. Then

the result of this study concluded that if explicit training was provided on

temporal properties of their speech, the intelligibility of forein-English speaker

may be inhanced.

The research entitled Difficulties Encountered by The Buginese Learners

in Producing English Sounds by Sitti Nurpahmi (2013). In her research, she found

the difference and similarities of both Bugis and English in phoneme
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pronunciation that becomes the causal factor of the English learner from Bugis-

Bone to pronounce English words by analyzing Bugis phoneme which then

compare it to English phoneme.

Another research are from Gary J. Ockey and Robert French in 2014, the

study entitled From One to Multiple Accents on a Test of L2 Listening. The study

was to determine the extent to which accent strength and familiarity affect

comprehension and to provide a defensible direction for assessing multidialectal

listening comprehension. A strength of accent scale was developed, and one US,

four Australian, and four British English speakers of English were, The chosen

speakers who determined the accent strength and familiarity affect of the subjects

were from the speakers of one US, four Australian and four British, they

determined the accent strength and familiarity affect based on a judgment of their

strength of accent.

I Wayan Pastika, in her research (2012) about Pengaruh Bahasa Aing

terhadap Bahasa Indonesia dan Bahasa Daerah: Peluang atau Ancaman? The

study was to determine the influences of the foreign languages, which include

Arabic, Dutch, English, Sanskrit, Tamil and Chinese which will lose the Indonesia

national language. In her research, she found that the Indonesia national language,

e.g. spoken and written Indonesian will be massively formed by English element.

The researcher took the previous findings as a reference in taking the

research and collecting the data that was recorded by doing an observation and

interview. One of the previous researchs which held by Sitti Nurpahmi (2013),
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was the main reference in collecting the data, because the researcher researched

the causal factors of Bugis-Bone accent on the pronunciation in English

conversation, so knowing the differences of the pronounciation of those both

language makes the researcher easier to describe the main problem of how this

Bugis-Bone language as a mother tounge of the subjects can interfere the way

they speak English in the situation of classroom and casual conversation.

B. Some Pertinent Ideas

1. Pertinent Ideas

a. General Concept of Accent

1. Definition of accent

Accent mostly defined as same description as dialect. People may think

that their dialect is also their accent. These words refer to a certain way of

speaking a language, resulting in being used interchangeably. A dialect can be

distinguished from another dialect of a given language in lexical and phonological

term. Dialect refers to the language varieties of social groups (Muhammad

Asdam, 2012: 47). Whereas in Seidlhofer and Dalton (2001: 5) accent is the

regional or social varieties which related to the sound level as phonology aspect

where then affected to the social group high prestige. Thus, to be described it

clearly the researcher take some definitions of some sources:

1. Accent as in Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary (2009: 2) is described as

an individual way of speech or local/national speaking.
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2. According to Derwing n Munro (2009) Accent refers to the people way in

which their speech differs from that local variety of English and the impact

of that difference on speakers and listeners.

3. Accent is defined to an individual’s speech patterns which perceived to be

different from the local variety, and how this difference effects the

listeners’ comprehension in which the accent is familiar with the local

variety (Ockey and French: 2014).

4. Another view comes from Harding (2011) in Ockey and French (2014)

that indicate accent as the form of segmental and supra-segmental

differences in pronunciation, including variation in vowels and consonant

sounds at the segmental level, and stress and intonation at the supra-

segmental level.

The previous definition must be clearly take us in understanding of what

accent is. Some sources, whether it is in book, journal, thesis, etc., written by

some linguist and professional researchers may have their own accent based on

the findings and its linguistic aspect. Thus, this research may give definition based

on the previous definitions that accent refers the sound level. Accent related to the

way people speech in which it is different as its level users in social group. Also,

accent can be defined as its form in the term of segmental and supra-segmental.

2. Accent and Identity

As human being in which we live with other people around us, we are also

as members of social groups. We simultaneously relate in daily conversation to

each other. People in a social group use to be connected with each other because
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their identity. Then, language becomes an important aspect which significantly

affect us to establish our identity.

It becomes the matter of each person about where they belong to show

their social life level.  The place where people live almost affect many aspects,

include accent that Seidlhofer and Dalton (2001: 5) discuss in their book in which

needed to be heard good to people so then, people can judge each other as good as

their speech.

It is likely that you varied the quality and pitch of your voice, the speed of
your speech, and maybe your accent. You may also have been conscious of
calling to mind your experience with specific people, our judgment of the
way people ‘sound’ are based on a combination of individual and social
criteria.

People reaction to the social meaning then follow the way they speak their

native language. Thus, when they learn their own language they do not only attend

to the code and its variation; but also to the value judgments about the use of

different form. Then, they may even try to present that they are as members that

they do not really belong to, but other that felt suit to them.

Regional or social varieties that generally called dialect in which respect to

sound level have been termed accent. English, in this case, have been an

international language that people in countries such America, England, and

Australia use the first language. The native speakers of the previous mentioned

countries are likely have the same dialect, but different in term of accent.

Almost people in the world are attracted by the position of this English as

an international language. Then, the accent variation that even happen among the
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English native speaker may took the English learner especially foreign learners’

attention that their own strong accent to be a basic matter to how they can adjust it

to them. Based on that, the researcher tried to find out the solution by researching

the causal factors of foreign learner accent especially Bugis-Bone accent in

English conversation especially on the pronunciation. It then expected to become

the first category to be attended by the teacher to be aware.

b. Pronunciation

1. Definition of Pronunciation

Pronunciation is the way in which a particular word is spoken as in Oxford

Learners’ Pocket Dictionary (2009: 352). According to Yates (2002) in Permana

(2014) pronunciation refers to the speaker sounds production. Cook in Safa

(2004:9) stated that pronunciation deals with a set of habit to produce sound of

language. In other view, Jusman (2014:10) defined that pronunciation refers to the

ability of producing comprehensible articulation. Based on the previous

statements, the definition of the pronunciation is very closely related to a way of

producing sound.

Another definition comes from Hornby in Abdul Wahab (2015: 7) that

describe pronunciation in three part, they are:

a) Pronunciation is the way in which a language is spoken.

b) Pronunciation is a person’s way to speak words of language.

c) Pronunciation is the way a word is pronounced.

2. The significance of Pronunciation
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Dalton and Seidlhofer (2001: 3) define pronunciation significant in two

sense.

a) Pronunciation as the production and reception of speech sounds. Thus, it is

significant because it is a code of a particular language.

b) Pronunciation as acts of speaking. Thus, it is used to achieve meaning in

contexts of use.

3. Elements of Pronunciation

There are two kinds of speech features Ramelan in Abdul Wahab (2015: 8)

that will be explained below:

a) Segmental features refers to sound units or deals with consonant and vowel.

The principal division of sounds is between consonant and vowel.

Consonants are sounds produced with a occlusion in the oral cavity. Vowels, on

the other hand, are defined as those sounds produced with oral cavity.

The consonants in English can be grouped as how the sounds are

pronounced. There are six groups of the consonant sounds, they are: stops,

fricatives, affricatives, nasals, liquids, and glides. In L. Ben Crane, dkk, (1981:

68) they are classified according to the place of articulation:

1) The sound is Bilabial when the lips are pressed together.

2) Labiodental is produced, when the lower lip is pressed to the upper

teeth.

3) Interdental is made by situating or placing the tip of tongue between the

teeth.
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4) The tip of tongue touching or near the inner ridge of the gums of the

upper front teeth, producing an alveolar.

5) The body of tongue raised against the hard palate (palatal).

6) The back part of the tongue (the dorsum) against the soft palate (velar).

Another view from Azhar Arsyad (1989: 39-40) that there are seven primary

points, which is generally called place, of this articulation: bilabial, labio-dental,

dental (interdental), alveolar, palætal, velar, and glottal which is the “h” sound

that released using the glottis. Beside the point of articulation, there is a manner of

articulation:

1) Stops are produced by blocking the breath stream, then releasing it

abruptly. The stops which evenly divided among three place of

articulation are: the bilabial (p) and (b), the alveolar (t) and (b), and the

velar (k) and (g)

2) Affricates are the complex sounds that merge a stop and a fricative. For

example, in “chin” the affricate consist of the alveolar stop (t) closely

followed by the alveo-palatal fricative (š)

3) Fricatives are produced when one of the articulators is brought close to

one of the points of articulation which creates the narrow opening. Then,

a friction is created when the air stream forced through this opening.

Fricative occurs at four points articulation: interdental (ɘ) and (ծ ) , labio-

dental f and v, alveolar s and z, and alveo-palatal š and ž

4) Liquids are the sound I and r. The word “liquid” is a cover term used to

group together two sounds which pattern similarly in many respects.
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5) Nasal is situated when the air escaped through the nose. The nasals at

various points of articulation in the oral cavity are: (m) is a bilabial nasal,

(n) is an alveolar nasal, and (ŋ) is a velar nasal.

6) Glides are sound which provide transitions to or from other sounds. They

occur through vowels at the end of such word as my, now, and show. My

with (a) (y) glide; show with a ʊ glide; y and w glide are sometimes

called approximates because of the articulatory action taken in producing

them.

7) Sibilants are the fricatives s, z, š, and ž because they are particu;ar;y

noisy.

Vowels are voiced continues with no interruption in the flow of air

through the oral cavity. The vowels in English are voiced. According to Azhar

Arsyad (1989: 77) it can be described in term of three factors: the height of the

body, the front-back position of the tongue, the degree of lip-rounding. The vowel

sounds have different results as the changing of the mouth shape which is

associated with a different configuration of the tongue and lips (L. Ben Crane,

dkk., 1981: 64). For example, to say “oo” as in Zoo, represented as [u], the

position of the tongue is in the back of the mouth and the lips are rounded and

pushed forward.

b) Supra-segmental are contrastive elements of speech that is not easily to be

analyzed as distinct segment but rather belong to a syllable. It refers to stress

and intonation. They relate to aspects of pronunciation that go beyond the

production of individual sounds (L. Ben Crane, dkk., 1981: 68).
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Stress or generally known as accent, in linguistics and particularly

phonology, is relative  emphasis given to a certain syllable in a word in a phrase,

and sentence. The syllable is the basic unit that contains stress. A syllable

generally consist of a vowel accompanied by one or more consonants (L. Ben

Crane, dkk., 1981: 69). In actual pronunciation one may stress a syllable by giving

it a higher pitch. The three level of stress may recognized by the native speakers:

primary, secondary, and unstressed which indicated with the following stress

marks: Primary /, Secondary \, and unstressed (no mark).

Intonation, the other major of supra-segmental, which is described as a

falling pitch over a group of words. It is the combination of musical tones that

make up people speech when pronouncing the syllables. In such cases, intonation

is one of the elements of stress.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Research Method

To achieve this research goals, the researcher adopted case studies which

is one of the qualitative strategies.  According to Creswell (in Sugiyono 2014:

228) qualitative research is a process for exploring and understanding the meaning

of individual or group behavior. Case study is the strategy in which the researcher

will explore in depth the event and the activities of one or more individual by

collecting detailed information using a variety of data collection procedures

(Sugiyono, 2014: 230).

Through the explanation above, the researcher found that case study

design is suitable to be used in this research, moreover the researcher interested to

seek the phenomenon about Bugis-Bone Accent that influence the way the

students from Bugis tribe speak English in Conversation. Therefore, the

researcher chose case study design as research design.

B. Research Location

The research conducted in STAIN Watampone. It is located in Bone

regency at Watampone which is the city of Bone Regency. It has two departments,

Syariah (focus on law major) and Tarbiyah (education).

C. Research Subject

The subjects of this research are the 4th semester (TBI1 and TBI2) of

English Department  students of STAIN Watampone. The criteria of the subject,
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as in: He/she grow up in Bone, must be an English student at university, mostly

use Bone language in daily activities. The subjects’ data and the subject biography

can be seen from the following table:

Table 3.1. Subjects’ Data

No. Name Class Academic Year
1. S1 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 4 2016
2. S2 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 4 2016
3. S3 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 4 2016
4. S4 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 4 2016
5. S5 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 4 2016
6. S6 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 4 2016
7. S7 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 1 2016
8. S8 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 1 2016
9. S9 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 1 2016
10. S10 Tadris Bahasa Inggris 1 2016

Table 3.2. The Subjects’ Biography

No. Name Birth Place Grew Up Hobby

Favorite
English
Accent
Movie

Favorite
English

Accent Song

1. S1

Lompoko,
Kecamatan
Barebbo

Lompoko
Watching
Movie

British -

2. S2 Carawali Carawali

Watching
Movie and
Listening to
Music

American American

3. S3 Tabba’e Tabba’e

Watching
Movie and
Listening to
Music

American American

4. S4 Bila Bila Watching American American
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Movie and
Listening to
Music

5. S5 Itterung Itterung

Watching

Movie and

Listening to

Music

American American

6. S6 Arasoe Arasoe

Watching
Movie and
Listening to
Music

American American

7. S7 Watampone

TK-SD at
Awampone

&
SMP – now

at
Watampone

Listening to
Music

- British

8. S8 Bone Kota
(husjed)

Bone Kota
(husjed)

Watching
Movie and
Listening to
Music

American American

9. S9 Kampubbu Watampone

Watching
Movie and
Listening to
Music

American American

10. S10 - - - - -

D. Data Collection Procedure

In collecting data, the researcher used triangulation. It is about the

combination of two or more technique of data colletion in its use. It can be seen

clearly by seeing the following figure.

Figure 3.1 Data Collection Procedure

(adapted from Sugiyono, 2015:331)
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The researcher integrated observation and interview technique. The steps

as follows:

1. Steps before Researching (observation)

a. The researcher did the first observation before doing the research by

watching the appropriate area in Bone for researching, then choosing the

subject.

b. After the best area and the subject has been founded, the researcher then

decided the best time for researching.

2. Steps on the time of Research

a. The researcher did the second observation by focusing on the activity of the

chosen subjects.

The first observation was conducted on january, 2017. It is conducted in

order to find the appropriate area in Kabupaten Bone to be the research object.

This activity was done in 2 days. There were two appropriate colleges that was

selected to be the research object, they were; Sekolah Islam Atirah Bone and

STAIN (Sekolah Tinggi Agama Islam) Watampone. But then, the chosen one was

STAIN Watampone. STAIN Watampone is located in Kelurahan Watampone,

Kecamatan Tanete Riattang, Kabupaten Bone South Sulawesi, Indonesia.

Observation

Interview

Same data
source.
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STAIN Watampone was qualified to be the object of the research, the

causal factors were; 1. It has an English Education Department, 2. Much of the

English students in that college are from Bugis Bone, 3. The students in that

college use Bugis-Bone language in their daily activities.

The second observation was conducted on March, 8th – 14th 2017. It was

conducted to get the subjects data and information about the language which is

commonly used by the subjects in the casual and classroom conversation. To

appraise the subjects’ language usage and accent usage frequency, the research

took adverb of frequency as an assessment referent because it is used to express

how often people say or do something as in Oxford Grammar (2008) that it is

about how frequently something happens. The adverb of frequency data (Keith S.

Folse, 2012) can be seen below:

Figure 3.2 Adverb of Frequency

(Adapted from Keith S. Folse, 2012: 151)

To be clearly understand the use of this adverb of frequency, the researcher also

took Keith S. Folse (2012) more example, as follow:

100%

0%

Always

Usually

Often

Sometimes

Hardly ever

Rarely

Seldom

Never

All of the time

Most of the time

Much of the time

Some of the time

Almost never

Not at any time
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Table 3.3 Placement of Adverbs of Frequency in a Sentence

(Adapted from Keith S. Folse, 2012: 151)

Placement of Adverbs of Frequency in a Sentence

After be: be + frequency Before other verbs: frequency +Verb

I am always hungry when I first wake up.

Mohamed is usually late to class.

You are often the first arrive at work.

I am sometimes shy around new people.

Carlos is rarely absent from school.

Zake and Ana are seldom on time.

We are never at school after 5 PM.

I always use a pencil in math class.

He usually goes to school by bike.

My teacher often arrive early.

We sometimes play tennis at night.

Carlos rarely misses school.

They seldom fail a test.

I never eat a big breakfast.

The way to select the subjects were by asking the chief of both class TBI.1

and TBI.4 about the students who use to speak English and live in Bone and doing

direct observation in the class. Then, in the next days (9th, 10th, 13th, and 14th,

March 2017) the researcher continued the second observation in the class by

watching the subjects’ activities.

b. After the researcher have got the data from observation activity then, the

researcher did the interview for getting an information direclty form the

subjects themselves.

The interview was held on May, 26th 2017 started at 10.20 a.m. and

finished at 11.00 a.m. with the six subjects, then continued at 16.34 p.m. until

17.06 p.m. with the rest. The subjects were interviewed by the researcher

randomly. There were two sections of this activity. Both activities was conducted

in the same day and time but in different way of interview.
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The first section was for getting the subjects’ short autobiography by

asking them to write their autobiography in a paper that the researcher gave

directly to them. This session was conducted in order to know the other factors

that can influence the way the subjects speak English by knowing the subjects’

hobby. The next interview section was QnA (question and answer). This section

was conducted in order to know more information about the language which is

habitually used by the subjects to speak in casual and classroom conversation.

c. The researcher anaylized the data from the observation and the interview. (the

data analysis will be explained on M)

d. The researcher concluded the result.

E. Research Instrument

The main instrument of this research was the researcher. The instrument in

the qualitative research is human instrument because the key for finding the result

of the research is the researcher her/himself as Lincoln and Guba (1986) stated in

Sugiyono (2014:306) that

“The instrument of choice in naturalistic inquiry is the human. We shall

see that other forms of instrumentation may be used in later phases of the

inquiry, but the human is the initial and continuing mainstay. But if the

human instrument has been used extensively in earlier stages of inquiry, so

that an instrument can be constructed that is grounded in the data that the

human instrument has product”.
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Then Nasution (1988) in Sugiyono (2014:306) stated that there is no

choice but the researcher is the instrument because the result cannot be

determined surely.

The other instruments were observartion and interview. Observation is the

way the researcher collect the data by observing people and place (John W.

Creswell, 2012:213). Interview is the way the researcher ask one or more subjects

with an open-ended question then record their answers  (John W. Creswell,

2012:217). The tools that used to support these both activities (observation and

interview) are Smartphone’s camera, laptop, notebook, and mini tripod.

F. Data Analysis Technique

1. Data Reduction

The researcher used the data analysis technique of Miles and Huberman in

Sugiyono (2015:337-344). The data that the researcher have got from both

observation and interview activity will be reducted by using data reduction

technique. In this technique, the researcher wrapped the data up by deleting the

unimportant points.

Figure 3.3 Data Reduction

(Adapted from Sugiyono, 2015:340)

ABCDDDFJHJDSUKFHDKJ
DGIIDSFSDKJFDHFISDFIID

kkk

Hhgkddururgigyrrfglghfg
ghgfjfkjkkrghriugrshdsdh

fuhfuhdjdshfdjd

HFDFJ#DS**RU#HHHHHHH
HNJGie*hsdf@sdjghgreudfgjdf
hgufighdjfghGHEUhgreegjhjkhj

The Data from Observation and Interview Activity
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Note: The Capital Letter is The data from the Observation activity and the

lowercase is the data from the Interview activity. The symbol @*# is illustrated as

an important data.

2. Data Display

Then, the result of the data reduction technique was formed by ordering

the data by its data collection activity result. The data display model that was applied

in this step depend on the need of the research result.

It will be illustrated below:

Figure 3.4 Data Display

(Adapted from Sugiyono, 2015:340)

Note: The Capital Letter is The data from the Observation activity and the

lowercase is the data from the Interview activity.

3. Conclusion Drawing/verification

The Researcher then made a conclusion and verified the data. The

illustrated picture as follow:

DFJKDFGHBFGFDJKGH
DFLGHSDFHJK
SDDKJHDSJDSLJHGJDS

Fdndsgkhsdjgdfkbfghdsfhdsgjkh
dsjgsjhjhgjhgbskdhlajwfksdjfhsj
khfljhafjhjfhsdjklkhfruur

DFJKDFGHBFGFKJIHDK
JDHSJDHJKHD

Fdndsgkhsdjgdfkhdfkhdlhkjhjkh
khjkjhhjhhkjhkhkhjkhhjkklsfajla
skfjaslkfjaslkfjsalkfjsalkfjsalssks
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Figure 3.5 Data Conclusion/Verification

(Adapted from Sugiyono, 2015:340)

Conclusion/Verification:

The Influence

1. SDFHFDJGHFOGI FDOIDGDGNJGDI

2. Difdghfdigdfmgsjidfiijdfgjdfigjdfgmmgi



CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

A. Findings

1. The different phoneme produce between Bugis native speaker and

English native speaker in some areas of phoneme.

The first factor that become the causal factor of Bugis-Bone Accent

interfere on the pronunciation in English conversation is the different phoneme

produce between Bugis native speaker and English native speaker in some areas

of phoneme. The researcher took sample from Sitti Nurpahmi’s research (2013)

about the phoneme errors which produced by the learners from Bugis in English

to prove the previous statement. The data will be explained below:

a. Pronouncing /f/ and /v/

1) /pa:δer/ for the word father

2) /peəri/ for the word vary

3) /feəri/ for the word vary

b. Pronouncing /θ/ and /δ/

1) /seŋk/ for the word thank

2) /siŋk/ for the word think

3) /siŋ/ for the word thing

4) /dis/ for the word this

5) /der/ for the word there

c. Pronouncing /z/

1) /sebrə/ for the words zebra
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2) /siərəu/ for zero

d. Pronouncing /ŝ/ and /ž/

1) /sou/ for the word show

2) /plesər / for the words pleasure

e. Pronouncing /æ/

/pen/ or /fen/ for the word fan.

f. Pronouncing diphthongs

“Bugis learners always substitute those diphthongs with another. For

examples: the word go pronounced by /gou/.”

The other previous data about the differences and the similarities between

Bugis and English phoneme and the table of phoneme placement, as follow:

Table 4.1.1. Phoneme Placement (Sitti Nurpahmi, 2013)

Language Bilabial Labiodental Interdental Dentals Alvelar Palatals Velar Glotal

Buginese p,b,- m - - - -
t,d,s,z,

n,l,r

-,-,-,-,-

,-,-

c,nc,j,-

,,y,y

k,g, ŋ,

w
h?

English p,b, m f v θ d
-,-,-,-,-

,-,-

t,d,s,z,

n,l,r

ĉ,-,j,

ŝ,(ž),y
k,g, ŋ,w h

Table 4.1.2. The differences and the similarities of
Buginese and English phoneme

(Sitti Nurpahmi, 2013)
Category The Differences The Similarities

Consonant

In the labial to velar region English has twenty

three (or twenty -one, depending on how

affricatives are analyzed) consonant.

Buginese has only sixteen

Both English and Buginese have three

consonants in labial. (Therefore Buginese

Learners don’t have any difficulties in

producing the phonemes)

in the post velar regions Buginese has seven Bugis learners do not find difficulties in
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consonant English only one producing words consisting of velar

consonant because it has similarities with

English.

The phoneme like f, v do not occur in

Buginese, and Buginese speaker substitute /p/

respectively for /f/ /v/ or /f/ for those in some

are:

Interdental

Buginese - -

English θ δ

-

Interdental phonemes like θ, d do not occur in

Buginese, and Buginese speakers substitute s

respectively to /θ/ and /d/ to /δ/. The English

contrast such as thistle- this'll, ether – either,

think-sink, bath-bass, breathe-brezze are

troublesome.

-

Buginese Phoneme like /t/, /d/ are dentals in

Buginese and they are alveolar in English.
-

Consonant /z/ does not exist in Buginese and it does

in English (so the learners substitute as /s/)
-

Buginese learners find many difficulties in

producing words consisting /ŝ/ and /ž/ because

the consonant does not exist in Buginese and it

does in English.

-

Buginese has no sequences of more than two

consonant, whether in close transition or with

intervening juncture, so the Bugis native

speaker has obvious difficulty with it and

supplies intrusive vowels which act as cluster

breakers because the English has as many as

four consonant in close transition, and as many

-
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as six or seven intervening juncture.

Vowel

The Buginese learners do not have æ, so it is

difficult to pronounce the words containing

those vowel, for example /fæn/ and /væn/

always pronounce /pen/ and/pen/ --or /fen/ and

/ven/ in some areas.

The simple vowel in Bugis language and

English similar.

Monophthong

English : i:, I, i,e, ə, ε, æ, a, ,Λ, u,u:, o, o:
Buginese : i:, ı, i,e, ə, ε, a', ,a:,Λ, u,u:, o’, o:

The buginese learner also do not have short

vowel

Diphtongs
Buginese Diphtongs: ai, ei, au, oe,ui,oi,ue,ai,
ua, ia, and iu
English Diphtongs: ai, ei, oi, iə, uə, əu, au, eə

-

The previous data of Sitti Nurpahmi (2013) shows that errors which

produced by the Buginese learners in several areas of phonemes occurred because

the phonemes which are not in their first language (Bugis language). Based on

that, the researcher assumes that another factor which become the interference on

the pronunciation in English conversation is the differences of phoneme produce

between Bugis and English. The researcher also found some phoneme that is

difficult to be pronounced well by the subjects (STAIN English students), as

follows:

a. Pronouncing /z/

Because /bɪ’kɒz/ substituted by /bɪ’kɒs/

b. Pronouncing /æ/

1) Expansion /ɪk’spænʃn/ substituted by /ɪk’spanʃn/

2) Static /stætɪk/ substituted by /statik/
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c. Pronouncing /ͻ:/

1) For /fͻ:(r)/ substituted by /fǝƱr/

2) Here /hɪǝ(r)/ substituted by /hi:r/

d. Pronouncing /v/

1) Seven /’sevn/ substituted by /sefn/

2) Very /’veri/ substituted by /feri/

3) Survival /sǝ’vaivl/ substituted by /sǝ’faifl/

e. Pronouncing /ǝƱ/

So /sǝƱ/ substituted by /sou/

f. Pronouncing /ϴ/

1) Think /ϴɪղ k/ substituted by /tink/

2) Through /ϴru:/ substituted by /tru:/

g. Pronouncing /δ/

Thus /δᴧs/ substituted by /dᴧs/

2. Bugis-Bone Accents is a strong/heavy accent.

The second category that becomes the causal factor of Bugis-Bone Accent

that showed massively interfere the subjects’ English pronunciation is because

this accent which becomes the dominant chosen language that Bugis-Bone people

usually use to communicate with each other is a strong/heavy accent. Indeed, this

Bugis-Bone known as a strongest/heaviest accent among other accent in Bugis

tribe. It even has many different accent in every area in Kabupaten Bone (Bone

regency) that has its own character.
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The researcher took an unplanned interview with a person who live in

Bone. He is in the 8th semester, he is from Kecamatan Cina, Kabupaten Bone. He

said that there are actually so many accents in Bone and they are all has its own

character based on the village but the heaviest/strongest accent is from

Watampone. He said then the difficult thing is because we are all use to speak

Bugis-Bone even if it is in the urban area (Bone City), so people can recognize

them just by listening a couple sentences of them. It supports the researcher’s

assumption that this Bugis-Bone accent is really a strong/heavy accent.

There was one subject who didn’t come to the interview because some

reasons but the researcher then asked her close friends who are also her classmate

IA and Sy.

Extract 9: Asking two friends of an absent subject

R: sibuk i kah?

‘is she busy?’

IA: iyya, kapang kak. Lewat chat wa saja kak.

‘perhaps, you can contact her on wa.’

R: bah, nanti deh.

‘ok, i’ll do it later’

Apa aktivitasnya Andil diluar kelas?

‘what does she use to do outside the classroom?

Sy: kursus kak,

‘she takes an extra course’

R: satu kursusan semuaki kah?
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‘do you in a same course?’

Sy: iyyé’ kak, tapi tinggal dua orangka sama Andil yang aktif.

‘yes, but only Andil and me who always go there now.’

R: oh, sering.i pake bahasa Inggris kah disana?

‘ough, does she use to speak English there?’

IA: iyyé’ kak, terus.. suka i juga dengar lagu bahasa Inggris style British.

‘yes, she does, and.. she also likes to listen a British English song’

R: o, begitu. dimana i pe’ tinggal Andil?

‘ou, where does she lives?’

Sy: di Andi Pangerang Pettarani kak, asli Bulukumba sebenarnya.

‘at Andi Pangerang Pettarani, she is actually from Bulukumba.’

R: loh, asli Bulukumba? Jadi baru tinggal disini?

‘does she? So, She just lived here?’

Sy: lama mi pindah i kak, disini ji juga sekolah dulu.

‘she has been here for long time, she had school here.’

R: o begitu, tapi.. begitu terusji kah logatnya, maksudku nda biasaji nabawa

logatnya dari Bulukumba?

‘ou, but.. does she speak that way [uses Bugis-Bone accent]? I mean,

doesn’t she sometimes use Bulukumba accent?’

Sy: nda kak, pake logat Bone ji terus.

‘she doesn’t, she keeps using Bugis-Bone accent.’

R: Oke, thank you nah de, maaf nah banyak tanya mka ini.
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‘ok, thank you and I’m so sorry for giving you many questions’

In the above extract, IA and Sy actually used Indonesian (although in

Bugis-Bone sentence structure) with a Bugis-Bone accent. It showed that this

accent could affect the Bugis-Bone native speaker when he/she spoke another

language. Also, the subject from Bulukumba, Andi Lara [Andil], who has been

moved from Bulukumba to live in Bone for years, used to speak Bugis-Bone in

casual conversation. It even affected the way she spoke English (the data can be

in the table 4.2.3.b and 4.2.4.a)

The researcher also took another interview with a person who was an

immigrant in Bone.

Extract 10: Asking a friend who was also the immigrant in Bone.

This conversation happened on March, 10th 2017. The immigrant named

[Pk]. She has been stayed in Bone for about a year. She used to speak in Wajo

accent before stayed in her husband’s home then uses Bugis-Bone accent there.

The researcher [R] felt that Pk keeps using Bugis-Bone accent and though that R

needed to ask her directly.

[there was a long conversation in a home at the time and it didn’t have any

connection with this topic]

R: ‘kayak ada yang berubah..’

It feels like, something has change..

Pk: ‘oh.. nda sengaja nah, kebiasaan ka dengar logat disini, jadi ikutanmeka’

oh… I didn’t mean that, I use to hear everybody speak with an accent of

Bugis-Bone.
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R: ‘haha… ka tidak papaji kapang.’

[laughing] it’s OK.

Pk spoke with an accent of Bugis-Bone proved that how strong/heavy this

Bugis-Bone accent is, because a person who transmigrates to this area can be

affected to use Bugis-Bone accent. It also happens to the English students who are

inhabitants in Kabupaten Bone when they spoke English in conversation they

frequently used Bone accent. The following table shows the frequency:

Table 4.2.1.a. Casual Conversation – Language Usage Frequency

No. Name
Language Usage Frequency Situation

English Bugis-Bone Casual Conversation

1. Rs Sometimes Usually √

2. St Sometimes Usually √

3. Sr Rarely Usually √

4. Y Seldom Usually √

5. AI Sometimes Usually √

6. NM Sometimes Usually √

7. Sy Seldom Usually √

Table 4.2.1.b. Casual Conversation – Accent Usage Frequency

No. Name

English

Usage

Frequency

Accent Usage Frequency Situation

British American Bugis-Bone
Casual

Conversation

1. Rs Sometimes Occasionally Rarely Often √

2. St Sometimes Never Sometimes Often √

3. S Rarely Never Rarely Usually √

4. Y Seldom Never Rarely Usually √

5. AI Sometimes Never Rarely Often √
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6. NM Sometimes Never Rarely Usually √

7. Sy Seldom Never Rarely Usually √

Table 4.2.2.a. Classroom Conversation – Language Usage Frequency

No. Name
Language Usage Frequency Situation

English Bugis-Bone Classroom Conversation

1. R Usually Rarely √

2. St Often Rarely √

3. Sr Sometimes Rarely √

4. Y Sometimes Rarely √

5. AI Sometimes Rarely √

6. NM Often Rarely √

Table 4.2.2.b. Classroom Conversation – Accent Usage Frequency

No. Name

English

Usage

Frequency

Accent Usage Frequency Situation

British American Bugis-Bone
Classroom

Conversation

1. Rs Usually
Occasio

nally
Seldom Sometimes √

2. St Often Never Sometimes Sometimes √

3. Sr Sometimes Never Rarely Usually √

4. Y Sometimes Never Rarely Usually √

5. AI Sometimes Never Rarely Sometimes √

6. NM Often Never Rarely Usually √

Table 4.2.3.a. Casual Conversation – Language Usage Frequency

No. Name
Language Usage Frequency Situation

English Bugis-Bone Casual Conversation
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1. IA Seldom Usually √

2. NH Seldom Usually √

3. AL Seldom Usually √

Table 4.2.3.b. Casual Conversation – Accent Usage Frequency

No. Name

English

Usage

Frequency

Accent Usage Frequency Situation

British American
Bugis-

Bone

Casual

Conversation

1. IA Seldom Sometimes Seldom Usually √

2. NH Seldom Seldom Sometimes Usually √

3. AL Seldom Occasionally Occasionally Usually √

Table 4.2.4.a. Classroom Conversation – Language Usage Frequency

No. Name
Language Usage Frequency Situation

English Bugis-Bone Classroom Conversation

1. IA Often Rarely √

2. NH Often Rarely √

3. AL Often Rarely √

4. Sy Often Rarely √

Table 4.2.4.b. Classroom Conversation – Accent Usage Frequency

No. Name

English

Usage

Frequency

Accent Usage Frequency Situation

British American
Bugis

Bone

Classroom

Conversation

1. IA Often Never Sometimes Usually √

2. NH Often Never Sometimes Usually √

3. AL Often Occasionally Occasionally Usually √
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4. Sy Often Never Sometimes Usually √

The result shows that most students in the English classroom conversation

usually used Bugis-Bone accent. Then, the main problem is because the natural

strong/heavy accent of the English students can cause the interruption in the

English conversation. Also, there is a student experienced a situation where he

should stopped his conversation with his friend because a person laugh him. Then,

the person who laugh him stated that he had a funny accent.

Another student told her complain to the researcher about the difficulties

of speaking English as the native English speaker accent. She said then she used

to watch English movie but when she tried to speak it people who listened it

sometimes didn’t attend to what she said but her accent. It proved how this Bugis-

Bone accent has an interference in English conversation.

3. The Environtment

Most subjects have difficult to pronounce the English words. The causal

factor is because people who live around them and their family used to speak

Bugis-Bone accent to them in their home. The researcher interviewed all students

(the chose subjects) to support the statement. The record can be seen below:

Extract 1: Interview with S5

The Researcher (R), S5 (AI)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

AI: yes… ee…yes..I usually speak English outside the classroom.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

AI: […] Pronunciation and Accent.
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R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

AI: I use to speak in Bugis-Bone but in the class I sometimes speak in

Indonesian to communicate with my friends. (in the situation of casual

conversation)

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

AI: ee… I use Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

AI: it’s ee […] Watampone.

Extract 2: Interview with S4

The Researcher (R), S4 (Y)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Y: sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Y: […] sometimes difficult to pronounce the words well.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

Y: i use Bugis-Bone.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

Y: […] i use Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?
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Y: bila.

Extract 3: Interview with S2

The Researcher (R), S2 (St)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

St: sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

St: it’s ee […] the Accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone language to communicate to your

friends or you may use others?

St: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone and sometimes Indonesian.

R: do you use to speak Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may

use others?

St: I use to speak in Bugis-Bone with my parents but I sometimes use English

to my elder sister because she likes to chat in English.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

St: carawali

Extract 4: Interview with S3

The Researcher (R), S3 (Sr)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Sr: sometimes, sometimes if I talk to my classmate, but just […] sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Sr: ee… accent, so difficult […] especially pronunciation.
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R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

Sr: yes.. of course.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

Sr: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Sr: eh […] it’s Taba’e. The style in my village is actually different from this

village (Watampone).

Extract 5: Interview with S6

The Researcher (R), S6 (NM)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

NM: sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

NM: [...]. ee […] I just..eee accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

NM: ee… I use Bugis-Bone.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

NM: no… I speak Bugis-Bone

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

NM: arasoe.. Arasoe has a flat accent
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Extract 6: Interview with S1

The Researcher (R), Riswan (Rs)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Rs: yes… sometimes..

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Rs: eum…the Accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

Rs: yes… when I talk to my friends I often speak English.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

Rs: no.. because they are not understand English.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Rs: euh… I don’t know exactly, em… it’s maybe Lapokko.

Extract 7: Interview with S9

The Researcher (R), S9 (Sy)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Sy: no… I usually use Bugis-Bone to speak.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Sy: pronunciation and accent … ee… because I use to speak with my own

accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?
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Sy: i use to speak Bugis-Bone.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

Sy: i only use to speak in Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

S: watampone

Extract 8: Interview with S7

The Researcher (R), S7 (IA)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

IA: no… I often use Bugis-Bone.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

IA: adjusting the Accent and pronounce the words well.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

IA: i use to speak Bugis-Bone,

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

IA: i only use to speak in Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

IA: Watampone

Extract 9: Interview with S8

The Researcher (R), S8 (Nh)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?
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Nh: […] sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Nh: adjusting the Accent and … pronounce the words well.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you

may use others?

Nh: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you

may use others?

Nh: ee… I use to speak with my sister because she is also an English

Education student, so… we try to practice speaking English in almost

every day.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Nh: watampone.

It is then shows that the environment such as the family, the neighbor, and

friends in which live around the subjects affect the way they speak English. Based

on that, the researcher assumed that most subjects used English in the classroom

conversation but usually spoke English with an accents of Bugis-Bone and most

of them used to speak Bugis-Bone in casual conversation. Indeed, the way the

subjects speak is built by the natural habit of the way the people who live around

them interact as Djamarah (2008: 76) stated that the environment affects the

child’s language potential. Another point of view goes to Sunarto and Hartono

(2008: 76) in Djamarah (2008: 76) that the family greatly affects the language
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ability of a child. So, it proved that environment of the subjects is also the factor

of how they speak English.

4. Discussion

There are some students who have a good pronunciation of English words

and good in using the target English accent, they are: Rs, NM, AI, and St. It is

because their habitual activity e.g. hobby of watching English movies or listening

to English songs can also affect the way they spoke English, as the statement of

Bonnie and John which quoted by Dita Zahrah Kirana (2014: 13), that song can

help the students to listen, memorize, integrate, and pronounce language sounds.

Dommel and Sacker (1986: 11) in their book, stated that music can give benefits

to the foreign learning process. Another statement came from Pondidi (2010)

about the habit of watching English movie that shows the significant learning

outcomes. So, it is good to the subjects who have that hobbies to improve their

English speaking skill especially in adjusting a target English accent.

Also, another students who have problems with speaking English on the

pronunciation told that they rarely use it to practice but in their English class.

They have so much errors when pronounce some English words that shown in the

previous findings, but it sounds good when they pronounce their local language

words. It closes to the factor about the phoneme of Bugis native and English

native speaker have a different areas of phoneme as Nur Pahmi (2013) stated that

errors that sounded when native Bugis speakers pronounce English words because

they have different base areas of phoneme than English native speakers.
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It is actually normal if a group of people find difficult to adjust another

accent because their natural habit of speaking their local language with its local

accent, because it is in their culture, as Murray and Christison (2011: 47) said that

language cannot be separated from the culture. Also, Lado (1957: 110) stated that

culture can be interpreted as a habit or behavior of a society. Another statement of

Shaw which quoted in Lukman Hakim (2016: 9) about interaction that make each

person in it affects each other by showing their behavior in their presence. It

shows how environment affects the way the students speak English. So, the

students are actually have a chance to be used to speak English with a proper

accent and a good pronunciation if they are in an area but theirs or find a person

who is not from their environment to be talk with.

However, this research has reached the main target. It is found by doing

the Observation and Interview whether it is an unplanned or planned interview,

moreover some previous related research data support the information of both

main data collection activities. Thus, this research has stopped and results several

points of Bugis-Bone Accent interference on the way the subjects speak English

in conversation specially, that was placed by its data collection activity result, as

follows:

Figure 4.10. The Results of Data Collection Activity

No.
The Results

Observation Interview
Addition

(Literature Review)
1. Most students used English in the

classroom conversation but
usually speak English with an
accent of Bugis-Bone and most of
them used to speak Bugis-Bone in

The students have a strong/heavy
local accent (in this case is Bugis-
Bone Accent), so they found
difficult to adjust another accent
then it caused them also found

Errors that produced by the
Bugis learners in several areas of
phonemes occurred because the
phoneme which are not in their
first language.
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casual conversation. problems in pronouncing English
words well.

2 They Spoke English only in an
area that require to speak it.
(proved by watch the subjects
activity directly)

They Spoke English only in an
area that require to speak it. -

3 Most students have difficult to
pronounce the English words and
adjust the target accent to theirs.
The causal factor is because they
use to speak their local language
and even though they sometimes
speak in another language, e.g.
they use Indonesian, they still
used Bugis-Bone Accent.

- -



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

Referring to the previous chapter, the researcher finally found several

points after doing some activities of data collection that become the causal factors

of Bugis-Bone Accent interference on the pronunciation in English conversation,

as follows:

1. The different phoneme produce between Bugis native speaker and English

native speaker in some areas of phoneme that caused the subjects who is the

native speaker of Kabupaten Bone sometimes difficult to pronounce English

words and adjust the English accent well.

2. Bugis-Bone Accents is a strong/heavy accent.

3. The Environtment

a. The subjects usually used their mother language (Bugis-Bone) in casual

conversation with their family, friends, and people who live around them.

b. The subjects used to speak the language with their family, friends, and people

who live around them with Bugis-Bone accent.

Based on the information above, the results show that the different produce in

some areas of phoneme between Bugis native speaker and English native speaker

are the causal factors which interfere the students’ English pronunciation in

conversation, the subjects’ environment, and the subjects’ natural habit of

speaking their first language in casual conversation.
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B. Suggestion

Based on the conclusion above, the researcher proposes some advices to

the teachers and the students which are the Bugis native speaker, especially to the

students who live in the Bugis-Bone area that has a strong/heavy accent, as

follows:

a. To the teachers

1. The teacher shall be aware of the students’ first language accent

interference when they teach English conversation.

2. The teacher must support the students by attending to the way they

pronounce the English word.

b. To the students

1. The students shall be aware of their first language accent interference

when they teach English conversation.

2. To be able to speak the target English accent with a good pronunciation in

conversation, build the area where people can speak English in casual

conversation, then find someone who is able to adjust English accent or

join in a professional English meeting club.

3. Don’t give up to learn speaking English just because the mother language

accent is difficult to be substituted by the English accent target in the

conversation because the important thing of conversation is actually about

the understanding of a topic that discussed between two persons in

conversation whether it is in face to face conversation or not but still the

need to be able to speak English cannot be forgotten.
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4. A basic problem like the different phoneme produce between Bugis native

speaker and English native speaker is not a big deal for being good in

pronouncing English words, because some people have found the ways to

solve the problem, so the students shall do the same.
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The Subjects’ Data

No. Name
Class/

Academic Year
Reg. Number Phone Number

1. Riswan
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 4/
2015

02154086 082188846116

2.
Siti Ardiah Rahma
Qurban

Tadris Bahasa
Inggris 4/

2015
02154082 082394239355

3. Suriadi
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 4/
2015

02154085 085394994599

4. Yuliana
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 4/
2015

02154076 082345449197

5. Azwar Idrus
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 4/
2015

02154077 085398019737

6.
Nur Muhammad
Maulana Haznur

Tadris Bahasa
Inggris 4/

2015
02154078 082348486098

7. Ita Arfianty
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 1/
2015

02154002 082347921755

8. Andi Nurhikmah
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 1/
2015

02154001 082347250541

9. Syamsuriah
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 1/
2015

02154016 085256120863

10. Andi Larah
Tadris Bahasa

Inggris 1/
2015

02154015 085239659490
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The Record of the First Section Interview

(The Subjects’ Biography)

Held on May, 26th 2017 started at 10.20 a.m. and finished at 11.00 a.m. with a six subjects

Then continued at 16.34 p.m. until 17.06 p.m. with the three subjects

The researcher (R), The Subject (S)

1. R: What is your name?

S: I’m Riswan.

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born at Lompoko, Kecamatan Barebbo.

R: Where did you grow up?

S: I grew up in Lampoko.

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, British Movie

R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: I like both of American and British.

2. R: What is your name?

S: Azwar Idrus

R: Where was you born?

S: Itterung

R: Where did you grow up?

S: Itterung

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?
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S: Yes, I like watching an American Movie.

R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: The British style.

3. R: What is your name?

S: My name is Siti Ardiah.

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born on April, 20th 1997 in Carawali.

R: Where did you grow up?

S: Carawali

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, I like watching an American Movie.

R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: The American style.

4. R: What is your name?

S: It’s Suriadi

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born on Tabba’e.

R: Where did you grow up?

S: I grew up in Tabba’e.

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, I like watching an American Movie.
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R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: I like the American style.

5. R: What is your name?

S: My name is Yuliana

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born on Bila

R: Where did you grow up?

S: Bila

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, I like the American style.

R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: The American style song.

6. R: What is your name?

S: It’s Nur Muhammad Maulana Haznur

R: Where was you born?

S: Arasoe

R: Where did you grow up?

S: Arasoe

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: I like the American style.

R: What are your favorite English style song?
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S: The British style.

7. R: What is your name?

S: Ita Afrianty

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born on April, 26th 1997 in Watampone.

R: Where did you grow up?

S: When I was in Elementary School I stayed in Awampone, then after I graduated, I moved

to Watampone until know.

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, I like watching an American Movie.

R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: The British style.

8. R: What is your name?

S: My full name is Andi Nurhikmah but you can call me Hikmah.

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born on June, 4th 1997 in Bone.

R: Where did you grow up?

S: Bone (Husjed)

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, I like to watch an American Movie.

R: What are your favorite English style song?
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S: The American style.

9. R: What is your name?

S: It’s Syamsuriah

R: Where was you born?

S: I was born on June, 27th 1997 in Watampone

R: Where did you grow up?

S: Awampone

R: Do you like watching an English movie? What style?

S: Yes, I like watching an American Movie.

R: What are your favorite English style song?

S: The American style.
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The Record of the Second Section Interview

(The Subject Habit of Using language in Conversation)

Held on May, 26th 2017 started at 10.20 a.m. and finished at 11.00 a.m. with a six subjects

Then continued at 16.34 p.m. until 17.06 p.m. with the three subjects

Extract 1: Interview with Azwar Idrus

The Researcher (R), Azwar Idrus (AI)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

AI: yes… ee…yes..I usually speak English outside the classroom.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

AI: […] Pronunciation and Accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

AI: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone but in the class I sometimes speak in Indonesian to

communicate with my friends. (in the situation of casual conversation)

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

AI: ee… I use Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

AI: it’s ee […] Watampone.

Extract 2: Interview with Yuliana

The Researcher (R), Yuliana (Y)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Y: sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?
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Y: […] sometimes difficult to pronounce the words well.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

Y: i use Bugis-Bone.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

Y: […] i use Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Y: bila.

Extract 3: Interview with St. Ardiah

The Researcher (R), St. Ardiyah (St)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

St: sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

St: it’s ee […] the Accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone language to communicate to your friends or you may

use others?

St: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone and sometimes Indonesian.

R: do you use to speak Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

St: I use to speak in Bugis-Bone with my parents but I sometimes use English to my elder

sister because she likes to chat in English.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

St: carawali

Extract 4: Interview with Suriadi
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The Researcher (R), Azwar Idrus (Sr)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Sr: sometimes, sometimes if I talk to my classmate, but just […] sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Sr: ee… accent, so difficult […] especially pronunciation.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

Sr: yes.. of course.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

Sr: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Sr: eh […] it’s Taba’e. The style in my village is actually different from this village

(Watampone).

Extract 5: Interview with Nur Muhammad Maulana

The Researcher (R), Nur Muhammad Maulana (NM)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

NM: sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

NM: [...]. ee […] I just..eee accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

NM: ee… I use Bugis-Bone.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?
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NM: no… I speak Bugis-Bone

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

NM: arasoe.. Arasoe has a flat accent

Extract 6: Interview with Riswan

The Researcher (R), Riswan (Rs)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Rs: yes… sometimes..

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Rs: eum…the Accent.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

Rs: yes… when I talk to my friends I often speak English.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

Rs: no.. because they are not understand English.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Rs: euh… I don’t know exactly, em… it’s maybe Lapokko.

Extract 7: Interview with Syamsuriah

The Researcher (R), Syamsuriah (Sy)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

Sy: no… I usually use Bugis-Bone to speak.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Sy: pronunciation and accent … ee… because I use to speak with my own accent.
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R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

Sy: i use to speak Bugis-Bone.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

Sy: i only use to speak in Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

S: watampone

Extract 8: Interview with Ita Afrianti

The Researcher (R), Ita Afrianti (IA)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?

IA: no… I often use Bugis-Bone.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

IA: adjusting the Accent and pronounce the words well.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

IA: i use to speak Bugis-Bone,

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

IA: i only use to speak in Bugis-Bone.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

IA: Watampone

Extract 9: Interview with Nurhikmah

The Researcher (R), Nurhikmah (Nh)

R: do you always speak in English even if you are outside the classroom?
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Nh: […] sometimes.

R: what are the difficulties of speaking English?

Nh: adjusting the Accent and … pronounce the words well.

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your friends or you may use

others?

Nh: i use to speak in Bugis-Bone

R: do you use to speak in Bugis-Bone to communicate to your family or you may use others?

Nh: ee… I use to speak with my sister because she is also an English Education student, so…

we try to practice speaking English in almost every day.

R: what style of Bugis-Bone do you use to speak?

Nh: watampone.
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The Record of the Unplanned Interview

There was one subject who didn’t come to the interview because some reasons but the

researcher then asked her close friends who are also her classmate IA and Sy. The real natural

conversation, occurred on May, 26th 2017 in Watampone Kabupaten Bone.

Extract 9: Asking two friends of an absent subject

R: sibuk i kah?

‘is she busy?’

IA: iyya, kapang kak. Lewat chat wa saja kak.

‘perhaps, you can contact her on wa.’

R: bah, nanti deh.

‘ok, i’ll do it later’

Apa aktivitasnya Andil diluar kelas?

‘what does she use to do outside the classroom?

Sy: kursus kak,

‘she takes an extra course’

R: satu kursusan semuaki kah?

‘do you in a same course?’

Sy: iyyé’ kak, tapi tinggal dua orangka sama Andil yang aktif.

‘yes, but only Andil and me who always go there now.’

R: oh, sering.i pake bahasa Inggris kah disana?

‘ough, does she use to speak English there?’

IA: iyyé’ kak, terus.. suka i juga dengar lagu bahasa Inggris style British.

‘yes, she does, and.. she also likes to listen a British English song’
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R: o, begitu. dimana i pe’ tinggal Andil?

‘ou, where does she lives?’

Sy: di Andi Pangerang Pettarani kak, asli Bulukumba sebenarnya.

‘at Andi Pangerang Pettarani, she is actually from Bulukumba.’

R: loh, asli Bulukumba? Jadi baru tinggal disini?

‘does she? So, She just lived here?’

Sy: lama mi pindah i kak, disini ji juga sekolah dulu.

‘she has been here for long time, she had school here.’

R: o begitu, tapi.. begitu terusji kah logatnya, maksudku nda biasaji nabawa logatnya dari

Bulukumba?

‘ou, but.. does she speak that way [uses Bugis-Bone accent]? I mean, doesn’t she

sometimes use Bulukumba accent?’

Sy: nda kak, pake logat Bone ji terus.

‘she doesn’t, she keeps using Bugis-Bone accent.’

R: Oke, thank you nah de, maaf nah banyak tanya mka ini.

‘ok, thank you and I’m so sorry for giving you many questions’
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STAIN Profil 1
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STAIN Profil 2
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List of Subjects’ Names

Learning “Speaking” in Class
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